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What does the research say about the care 
experience through the system?



Primary Care
• primary care services described as an ‘obstacle’ or 

‘barrier’ to care, rather than the first port of call or 
‘gate-keepers’ 

• lack of experience, understanding and knowledge, 
particularly among GPs and  practice nurses

• lacked time and resources to diagnose and treat also 
‘uninterested’ in eating disorders believing it is simply a 
matter of ‘just eating’ or focused on physical symptoms 
of an eating disorders

• even in severe cases, long waiting lists and a lack of 
resources with no guarantee of admission and 
treatment

• Carers feeling ‘fobbed off’
• Helpseeking a ‘long arduous journey’ by family



The Healthcare Interface
• Healthcare is generally a partnership between the 

individual with eating disorders, family/friends and 
professionals.

• For eating disorders this partnership is often marred by 
hostility, opposition and power relations.

• Oppositions between physical and emotional aspects of 
eating disorders can result in power relations affecting 
partnerships 

• With power, there is control (or loss of) resulting in 
mutual mistrust and other ramifications.

• A better collaborative understanding of eating 
disorders across the primary–secondary interface is 
needed, so all partnerships are on the same page.



Ideal Characteristics of Care
• Trustworthy and can build a strong therapeutic relationship 
• respectful and empathic
• available and consistent
• Understanding, knowledge and experience of eating 

disorders
• Ideal setting for treatment is safe and supportive 

environment – somewhere
• that feels ‘like home’ 
• considers the individual as a ‘whole person’
• offers a ‘collaborative’ approach to treatment
• ‘individualised and client-focused’
• ‘good professional’ needed to remain authoritative, 

reflecting confidence and professionalism
• set meaningful and appropriate treatment goals



InsideOut’s response
• Hopefully multi-faceted

• Co-design in everything we do

• Lived experience on staff working across streams

• Health Service Reform with heavy focus on pathways

• Health system research – are people accessing care

• Evaluation and research of the user experience, 
pathway research  – PROMS PREMS mandatory 

• National Research and Translation Strategy with ‘heavy’ 
co-design and consultation focus

• Listen, be accountable, take criticism, in fact be very 
curious to criticism

• Place the client at centre of care experience



Ambulatory
Service

Study Cohort

448 patients treated for AN in 
2017

420 patients with AN as primary 
dx

in at least one presentations in 
hospital/ED/AMB

81 patients with AN as secondary dx 
in at least one presentations in 

hospital/ED/AMB (28 secondary dx only)
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What could we be doing?


